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Brief note: Soros-funded harridans are still trying to cancel Revolver. We are extremely grateful and fortunate to be supported by our generous
readership. Subscribers and Donors help Revolver weather any cancel culture storm. Buy a $49 per year Subscription for yourself and for that special
someone, and if you are able and willing to give more, don’t hesitate to make a recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit helps.
You can also now easily give the gift of a Revolver ad-free Subscription. Simply go to the Subscribe page and check the “gift” option. Don’t be a cheap
date! — make it an annual subscription.

In a Tweet thread posted on February 16th, author and journalist Nick Corbishley alerted the world to a “very dark” experiment that’s underway right
now in Nigeria.

Here’s what he said:

Nick Corbishley
@NickCorbishley · Follow

A very dark experiment is under way in Nigeria, with 
deadly consequences. Since October 2021, 99.5% of 
Nigerians have refused to use the central bank's 
digital currency, the so-called e-Naira, preferring to 
continue using cash. So what did the central bank 
do? It doubled down.
6:33 AM · Feb 16, 2023
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What ghastly thing did the central bank do exactly? Nick explains:
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In December, the central bank decided to replace all high-
denomination cash bills in the economy, just as India did 
in its disastrous demonetisation campaign of 2016. The 
goal is to make it much more difficult for Nigerians to use 
cash. And it's working like a dream/nightmare.
6:33 AM · Feb 16, 2023
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Read 48 replies

Now, apparently, there’s a massive cash shortage looming:

Nick Corbishley
@NickCorbishley · Follow

Replying to @NickCorbishley

As I've been warning for last two months, Nigeria's already 
weakened economy is in no position to absorb the 
resulting economic shock. The central bank is not printing 
nearly enough cash to replenish the money supply. The 
result is a massive cash shortage.

theguardian.com
Angry protests erupt across Nigeria against scarcity of cash
Rioters attack ATMs and block roads in frustration at lack of new 
banknotes days before presidential election

6:33 AM · Feb 16, 2023

4.8K Reply Share

Read 29 replies

People are going to DIE as the vibrant and organic cash economy sputters to a halt, just like as happened in India:
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As in India, people will die. Businesses are closing. Some 
will never reopen. Nigerians’ lives have been plunged into 
chaos. But the country's government and central bank say 
the pain is worth it. From my latest article on the topic 
(nakedcapitalism.com/2023/02/this-w…)...

nakedcapitalism.com
This Was Another Big Week for Central Bank Digital …
Another G-7 economy, the UK, took a big step toward 
adopting a central bank digital currency (CBDC). At …
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The whole point is to starve and crush the people until they submit to a digital currency scheme:

Nick Corbishley
@NickCorbishley · Follow
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Godwin Emefiele, the CBN governor, has hailed the 
experiment as a success, as 80% of the cash previously 
held in private is now deposited with financial institutions. 
Finance Minister Zainab Ahmed concurred, saying: “The 
only sore point is the pain it has caused to citizens.”
6:33 AM · Feb 16, 2023
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And don’t be naïve. All of this is coming our way, and sooner than you think:

Nick Corbishley
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Why should the rest of the world care? Because unless 
stopped in its tracks, this monetary experiment is coming 
to all of us, one way or another. According to the Atlantic 
Council’s CBDC tracker, 114 countries, representing over 
95 percent of global GDP, are exploring a CBDC.
6:33 AM · Feb 16, 2023
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Read 79 replies
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The whole point is to use poor third-worlders as lab rats in an experiment so they can bring it to the civilized West. What they are doing to the poor
people of Nigeria is just a test-run for what they want to do to you.

We need to pay attention to this dire situation, because as Nick correctly stated, the digital currency way of life is coming for us all. First, they put in
place the system that will track all of our movements, conversations and transactions. Then the real fun and games begin for these twisted, evil mad
scientists…
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Sharon ODonnell  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

The man who Cleans out the drains and woman selling bananas
can't take digital currency .How are poor business owners going
to get paid if there is no cash .you Commies playing with peoples
life make me sick .

 31  0

All_Morons  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sharon ODonnell

3 days ago

Are you prepared to go to war if not then submit to the
commies.

 8  0

extra salt  

Reply •

− ⚑> All_Morons

3 days ago

Fools and feds always assume the �rst resort
must be to go to war.

What if instead we watched this experiment as
well and learned?

I've already spotted several weaknesses. And I
can tell you it is not going to work.

When you already have the whole of talk radio
against it?

And they have already lost the people.

 3  6

Stevan Baker  − ⚑

> extra salt

3 days ago
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Reply •

The problem is that it is not going to
work, we already know that. But
communism has always not worked
but even after 106 years of failure,
those at the top and the useful idiots
at the bottom, keep trying it.

 10  0

I see all  

Reply •

− ⚑> Stevan Baker

3 days ago

I pointed out to my history professor
in 1988 that the wall fell, communism
was a failure. I asked her how she
could be a communist knowing it was
a failure. How can she and her
cohorts make it work when the
creator of communism failed, I also
pointed out that they cheated trying
to make it work. Her reply.... We (
American socialist and communist)
are smarter than they are.
It was then that I dropped out of
college and never looked back. I
realized that I was in a house of fools
who had nothing to teach me only
indoctrinate me.

 3  0

Stevan Baker  

Reply •

− ⚑

> I see all

33 minutes ago

I am probably telling you something
you already know, but Communism is
a religion. In fact with Religions, to
some extent the more evidence that
the precepts are false, the more
tightly the adherents cling to it.

 0  0

Jason Ledd  − ⚑

> Stevan Baker

3 days ago  edited

Its time to switch to Privacy
cryptocurrencies so governments,
banks, and other extortionists don't
know how much money you have or
what you've been buying.
They can't take what they don't know
you have.
That's how you solve their thieving
behavior problem.

The only cryptos that actually
maintain privacy are Monero, Dero,
and especially Pirate Chain. Pirate
Chain is perfect money. Get a little of
each, just in case. It may end up
being the only money you have left
after you get extorted by your
politicians aka government
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politicians, aka government.

 0  0

lynngeek77  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Jason Ledd

3 days ago  edited

No internet = no crypto = no cash.

 1  0

Bart Snell  

Reply •

− ⚑

> extra salt

3 days ago

Sounds like you've already bent your
knees in submission.

 5  0

AntiCommie  

Reply •

− ⚑

> extra salt

3 days ago

Uh, explain democrats. Nothing they
do ever works. Yet they cheat us out
of our vote and remain in power
throughout the administrative State
especially. They do not care if it
works, so long as they can control the
dying masses entirely.

 4  0

RebelFred

see more

Reply •

− ⚑

> AntiCommie

3 days ago

⛺

 2  2

Robert Anderson  − ⚑

> RebelFred

2 days ago

No matter what the views on Trump,
bad or good, this statement is TRUTH
!
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RebelFred

see more

Reply •

− ⚑

> Robert Anderson

2 days ago

Most people just want to be left alone
to live their own life, the psychopath's
(Marxists) want to enslave or
exterminate those that want to be left
alone, been that way all of human
history.

 0  0

signspeaker-
innatelyvirtuous

Reply •

− ⚑

> extra salt

3 days ago

The rationalizing doesn’t end.

 1  0

NoMoreMarxistsInDC

Reply •

− ⚑

> extra salt

a day ago

It's not going to work in the United
States for one reason: The 2nd
Amendment.

 0  0

Oracle  − ⚑> extra salt

3 days ago  edited

If you're going to inject your in�nite
wisdom into discussions, maybe �rst
give thought to learning how to write
a complete sentence.

"When you already have the whole of
talk radio against it?" is NOT one.

Not that war should always be a �rst
option, but there are times when it's
the ONLY option. If the American
colonists hadn't "gone to war", we
might not even have a country today.
The same is true of America's patriots
after Pearl Harbor.
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The problem now, unfortunately, is
that our population has become so
enamored with itself in all its glory in
"social media", and everyone
including our military are so
preoccupied with using the correct
"pronouns", that the country might not
even be capable of "going to war"
anymore. The dirty little secret is that
America has become "low-hanging
fruit" for our ruthless and
opportunistic enemies.

Let that sink in before you criticize
those of us who understand that
there comes a point where "enough is
enough", and simply "watching" to see
what happens next is a really bad
idea.

 0  1

kicnbac  

Reply •

− ⚑> All_Morons

3 days ago

Are you going to be a one-armed army tough
guy?

 0  4

gotowin  

Reply •

− ⚑> kicnbac

3 days ago

No, but a 10 million one-arms can be
as useful and 5 fully 'armed'. Young
American man have been drinking too
much soy, in their parents basements
watching... you know.

 3  0

swimologist  

Reply •

− ⚑

> kicnbac

3 days ago

Better than a one-brain-cell DA like
you, fool

 0  0

Cobraboy  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sharon ODonnell

3 days ago

Do you think communists care?

 0  0

Say_it_ain't_so  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

Cash is king. Cash equals freedom. Start using cash whenever
and wherever you possibly can.

 12  0

MaitreTex  − ⚑> Say_it_ain't_so

3 days ago

Nigeria as explained just destroyed the inventory of
available cash, reducing the numbers, making the
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g g
largest bills illegal and worthless, unless turned in for
credits by date-certain. The next morning... poof... they
are worthless.

 1  0

Say_it_ain't_so  

Reply •

− ⚑> MaitreTex

3 days ago

We Americans need to turn away from debit
card use because of its convenience, to using
cash because of its importance to freedom.
The mere uptick in use is noticed by business
and banks. The more it is used, the less excuse
the government will have to take cash away.

Digital currency is slavery. Cash is Freedom

 5  0

MaitreTex

Reply •

− ⚑

> Say_it_ain't_so

3 days ago

We have been well trained, chipped
and pinned, cash is dirty, bad for you,
the muggers and hodlums can take
your cash - see how street crime is
rampant and encouraged through non
enforcement? All the while as we
weakly demand change ...... we
march along like lemmings to the
cliff.

 1  0

ScottinTexas  

Reply •

− ⚑> Say_it_ain't_so

3 days ago

Fiat cash? No. Real money is gold, silver, etc. BTC
continues to be used by billionaires to store value and
exchange with one another.

 0  0

Say_it_ain't_so  

Reply •

− ⚑> ScottinTexas

3 days ago

As true as that is, the only way to keep from
going over to a digital system is the continued
use of cash, by everyone.

 2  0

jabo54

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

The only way to combat this NWO agenda for a cashless society
is to establish a trade and barter system, these digital currencies
are only tracking systems for the political elite to keep you under
control. Bypass their digital money and eliminate the elitist and
their agenda, it has been done before and will be done again.
Absolute power absolutely corrupts.

 10  0

All_Morons  − ⚑> jabo54

3 days ago

You are not thinking trade and barter like what?
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You are not thinking trade and barter like what?
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MaitreTex  

Reply •

− ⚑> jabo54

3 days ago

Bartering and selling without notifying the overseer will
be a criminal offense against the state. Long term loans
equivalent to laundering, justifying every thing you have
that you do not have a record for when the sheriff pays a
visit, will be grounds for con�scation and incarceration,
seizing of all other worldly goods until their ownership
can be determined.......

 0  1

Ellis  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

I think the Nigerians will soon �gure out that the answer is to
develop new and local currencies. A bartering system most likely.

Forcing something like this on �rst world citizens, particularly
Americans, would be extremely di�cult. There are already too
many alternative currencies available.

After the covid debacle and the trust and goodwill lost by western
governments it will also be far more di�cult to deny basic
freedoms.

 10  0

Chopper Dropper  

Reply •

− ⚑> Ellis

3 days ago  edited

Does anyone believe for one second that Nigerians are
behind this scheme? Allow me to answer to answer my
own question. Nigerians have nothing to do with this
scheme. Which people does? Quite the mystery.

 3  0

RandyInColorado  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Chopper Dropper

3 days ago

Soros et al. The Clintons. The Obamas. All
freedom haters. There are hundreds of millions
of them unfortuantely. The AOCs of the world
who think they know it all. She knows how to
put on makeup...that's about it.

 0  0

Martina Vaslovik  

Reply •
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> Chopper Dropper

3 days ago

The WEF.

 0  0
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